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]UDGMENT

1. Brief fact of the case:-

2.TheprosecutloncaseinbriefisthattheinformantNilimaDas;ooEiecreilR'
before o/c, Bongaigaon P.S. alleging that on 1t-02-2020 at 11 am rvlren her

husband Tapan Chandra Das was going towards Rakhaldubi from Chapagu-

riding his motor cycle no. AS 19 L 7550 (Hero Achiever) one motor cycle no' AS

26 B 5815 which was coming from opposite direction in a rash and negligent

manner hit the motor cycle of her husband near chaprakata sSB Camp causing

injury to her husband and mischief to the motor cycle of her husband and hence

the case. The case was registered as Bongaigaon P'S' case No' 27612020 uls

11(,ta?Qta)-? nf rPc After investioation police submitted the charge sheet u/s
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furnished to the accused person, The particulars of offences uls 27913381427 of

IpC were explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to

be tried. Prosecution examined two witnesses and exhibited the FIR, The

statement of the accused person was recorded U/S 313 of Cr'P.C' wherein he

denied the allegations. The accused have not adduced any defense witness'

3. Points for determination:

For just and proper adjudication of the case the following points of

determinations were formulated-

(a) Whether the accused person on 11-02-2020 at 11 am was riding a motor

cycle no. AS 26 B 5815 towards Chapaguri from Rakhaldubi ina rash and

negligent manner?

(b) Whether the accused person on the same date, place and time caused

hurt to Tapan Chandra Das by'his rash and negligent drivirgz

(c) Vihether the accusec o^ ttre sa-e Caie : ace a^d l'-e ::-se: ^^ s:-:'
to ro:o- c.c e -c. iS 19 - -::: :. - s '=-; l-'1:' '';'^

on record both oral and

submissions made bV Ute

5. Discussio' o; e, ce-ce :=c s:-s a-: -=:s:-s :-:-=:'

6. The learned A.P.P. appearing for the state has farly s-c:r::Iec ::a: :-:-: s

sufficient evidence in support of the prosecution case. on the other hand the

learned advocate for the accused persons has submitted and argued that the

prosecution witnesses has not supported the prosecution case and there is no

evidence to show that the accused persons were involved with the alleged

offences. The learned advocate for the accused person has further submitted

that the prosecution has n"isera[1,.'r3ir3l to oro'.'e the case aga;nst the accused

person as al;egec 3a,3^: ? 'a-.::'a= a =:'="-: :.'' :::-s:: ::-3:- ='=

entitlec tc ge:3:c-:=: ''a- :'= -'='=': :': :: 
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informant in her eviderrce

02-19 at 11:30 am her hr

then he rvas h,t frc- :=- '= 
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in the meantime her husband was admitted in Lower Assam Hospital wtrerdn :€

was kept for a day. He got injury at his head. On the ne16t day her husband nas

taken to GNRC, Guwahati, He was kept there for sixteen days. After sixteen days
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In her cross examination the PW 1 deposed that she did not see the incident.

8. PW 2 Tapan Chandra Das who was the alleged victim of this case deposed
that the informant was his wife and he didn't know the accused person. on 11-
02-L9 at 11/11:30 am he was going towards Rakhaldubi from Chapaguri riding
his motor cycle no. AS 19 L 7550 suddenly one motor cycle coming from opposite
side hit his motor cycle. PW 2 deposed that he didn't know the registration
number of that bike. PW 2 lost his senses and got his senses at Guwahati. PW 2
deposed that he forgot everything about the accident.

Now turning up to the evidence of the prosecution witnesses it is seen that the
informant had not seen the accident. The victim who was examined as ruV 2 also
deposed that he does not know the regisEation number of tfre motor qrde h,tracft

caused the accident. PW 1 admitted that the FIR was yvritren in oditr station
and she 0o ''to: r^0.', i-i ::-::-: :':-= =_r --=-= : -: : : -::: -:
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negligent driving of the accused beyond any strador of dotrm- fronerrer, keeSxrq
in view the aforesaid discussion, about the inconsistencies and gaping lmp holes
in the deposition of the eyewitnesses examined, the rash or negligent aspect in
driving of the accused remained unproved as merely coming to a conclusion that
a vehicle was being driven does not in itself mean the accused was driving a

vehicle rashly or negligently. In a criminal trial, burden of proving everything
essential to the establishment of the charge against an accused always rests on
the prosecution and there is a presumption of innocence in favour of the accused
until the contrary is proved. Criminality is not to be presumed, subject of course
to some statutory exceptions. There rs no such stah.ftory exception oleadec ^ :fe
present case. In the absence of any material on the record, rrc pres{rn:D:o- 3'
"rashness" or "negligence" could be drawn by inroking tfie maxim 'res o"
loquitor". Therefore, after scanning the entire record and keepring in vien the
above discussion, in the absence of compelling and persuasive testimony of the
eye witnesses on record, in my considered opinion, the prosecution has

miserably failed to prove the case beyond all reasonable doubt to make me

believe that the accused person was involved to the charges leveled against him.
Hence in my considered view I hold the opinion that the accused person is not
guilty uls 27913381427 of IPC.

9. Hence the accused Swmkwr Narzary is acquitted.
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i,y{ t{,{t ,,,q,, In view of the evidence of the witness, the material availablq with the case

lp",i .,4,ih i,if record and the argument put forwarded by the Learned A'P'P' and the learned
. r-' \ '_4i'+ / L\.i-.\. ,'i,,n* /;'i ffiil;,n. u..rr.d person I am of the opinion that the prosecution has

'{l-:-:{9 
faired to estabrish the case against the accused swmkwr Na.,ary' Hence the

r:'l.i :-.'-'' 
accused swmkwr Naaary is acquitted. The bail bonds for swmkwr Naaary shall

be in force for six months. The case is disposed of on contest according!'7'

Given under my hand and seal on this 18h day of January 2021 at

Bongaigaon.

Dictated and corrected bY rne,

&.

Additional Chief J u{l*ci1l flagistrate

NayanjYoti Choudhury

Add itioffHffirr M aeistrate
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(A) Prosecution Exhibits:

Ext. 1- FIR

(B) Defense Exhibits:

Nil

(C) Witnesses Exhibits:

Nil

(D) Prosecution Witness:

PW 1- Nilima Das

PW 2- TaPan Chandra Das

(E) Defense Witness:

Nil

(F) Court Witness:

Nil


